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Rezumat: Procesul de sudare în puncte este unul foarte frecvent utilizat în industrie, în 

special în industria auto. Această lucrare prezintă principalele avantaje ale utilizării 

sudării prin puncte în procesul de fabricație, dar și în etapa post-vânzare, și subliniază 

utilizarea punctelor de sudură în department caroserie. De asemenea, este foarte 

important să respectăm aspectele de calitate ale punctelor de sudură. Pentru aceasta a 

apărut necesitatea implementării în cadrul  departamentului post-vânzare a unei echipe, 

care are ca scop respectarea calității și îndrumarea colaboratorilor pentru a realiza 

îmbinări conforme. Obiectivul acestei lucrări este de a identifica corect punctele de 

sudură care trebuie efectuate suplimentar pe o piesă de schimb din tablă în service-urile 

auto. 

Abstract: The welding process is a very common one used in industry, especially in the 

automotive industry. This paper presents the main advantages of using welding in the 

manufacturing process but also in the after-sales stage and emphasizes the use of welding 

points in the body department. It is also very important to respect the quality aspects of 

the welding points. For this, the need arose for the implementation within the companies 

of the departments that aim at respecting the quality and guiding the collaborators in 

order to achieve compliant joints. The objective of this work is to identify the accurate 

welding points that must be done additionally on a body spare part to be performed in car 

services.  
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1. Introduction 

The evolution of consumer requirements has led to a greater concern of people 

working in the economy for quality and consequently for the development and use 

of strategies in this area, aiming to continuously improving quality. 
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Many years ago, people often are considered themselves lucky when they bought 

some products, and the services offered were not always in proper quality; now, 

the global economy led to the emergence of many companies that are in 

competition in all areas of activity. 

The company chosen to conduct the case study is a traditional company, whose 

products have been known to Romanians for more than 50 years, Dacia cars being 

popular in Romania since the early 70s of last century. 

Today, SC Automobile DACIA SA is a renowned company, owned by the 

Renault group, which produces cars with great success worldwide, customers 

being spread over several continents. 

The analysis of the situation of the company SC Automobile DACIA is carried 

out periodically, within the action that is necessary for the study of the way in 

which the company's services can be improved. 

Very important is the interest that management shows for quality issues, its 

participation in all phases of process analysis being effective. 

Within the company SC AUTOMOBILE DACIA SA, an important role is 

constituted by the after-sales activities, an important part of the total profit of the 

company coming from the spare parts. 

The body is a sheet metal structure, reinforced by the incorporation of a metal 

frame, whose rigidity depends on the rigidity of the infrastructure. In general, the 

assembly of sheet metal is done by spot welding [1], [2], [3]. 

Following car accidents, the most affected parts are body parts and bumpers. 

Spot welding is a process of electric pressure welding with contact resistance of 

two or more overlapping metal parts. This process is based on the Joule-Lenz 

effect of passing electric current through the metal column between the tips of 

copper alloy contact electrodes, which also tightens the welding components with 

a certain value of the preset force. The welding point obtained has a lenticular 

shape, being located in the plane of separation of the components. In order for the 

contact resistance between the electrode and the material to be lower than that 

between the components to be welded, it is necessary for the electrodes to be 

made of copper or copper alloyed with chromium or beryllium, which gives them 

better mechanical resistance to compression. This causes the highest temperature 

to develop at the contact surface between the two parts subjected to the welding 

process. 

Due to the higher electrical contact resistance between the components, the own 

resistance of the metal column and the cooling effect of the electrodes, the 

maximum temperature is obtained at the place of contact between the 
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components, near the electrodes. After a certain time, in this area a molten metal 

core is formed belonging to both components to be joined, a core that will 

increase in size as the welding electric current passes. When the welding current is 

interrupted, the molten core will solidify, forming the welding point. 

The advantages of spot welding are: high welding speed, precise dosing of the 

introduced energy, the possibility of automation and also the quality of the 

welding does not depend on the skill of the operator. 

Unlike the other spare parts, most of which come directly from external suppliers, 

the sheet metal parts are stamped and assembled directly in the Dacia plant. The 

embossing is done within the Pressing department, and the assembly is done 

within the Body department. 

The body is the second stage of the production process of a vehicle: the 

manufacture of bodies by welding and assembling stamped parts. The car bodies 

take shape on the general assembly lines, and on the Hardware line they are 

equipped with moving elements (doors, hoods). The Body Department occupies 

an area of over 53,500 m². Staff: 2,186 employees. In the Body there are over 

1,288 installations, of which 423 are robotic and 865 manual. The robots perform 

crimping, chewing and welding operations. 59% of the actual welding operations 

are manual. On average, 4,500 welding points are required for a body. At the 

beginning of 2020, the robotization percentage of the Body Department was 41%. 

Considering all these theoretical notions presented, there was a need to achieve 

and implement in the automotive industry an activity that has as its primary 

objective the study and solution of quality issues regarding the identification of 

welding points. In the structure of SC Automobile DACIA SA, the After-sales 

Department is in charge of monitoring and solving these quality situations. 

2. Evaluation of the activity in the After-Sales department, regarding the 

identification of welding points 

On a car, in car services, sheet metal parts are replaced, in whole or in part, 

depending on the severity of the impact. The quality of the sheet metal parts, 

delivered by the factory to the car services, must be impeccable, and be identical 

to the first-assembly parts (mounted on the production line). 

Over time, quality problems for sheet metal parts have arisen due to the lack of 

welding points. Parts taken directly from the workstations to be sent as spare parts 

are removed from the most advanced workstation before the part is assembled 

together with other parts, or directly on the body. After the sampling place, some 

pieces receive additions with other welding points - aspects highlighted in Figure 

1. 
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In Figure 1 are presented the stages in the Pressing and Bodywork departments, 

which are covered by sheet metal rolls to be transformed from plain sheet metal 

into assembled bodywork. 

In the Pressing department, the sheet metal parts take shape, and in the Body 

department, by assembling by welding, the body "comes to life". 

After the Body department, the assembled body is transported to the Painting 

department, then to the Assembly department, to be equipped with all other 

elements. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. The flow of assembling of a body. 

 

Fig. 2. Spare part Rear skirt. 
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Next, the Finite Element Modeling (Fig. 2) is represented by the rear skirt- spare 

part. It consists of a simple skirt (light blue piece), and a reinforcement (pink 

piece). 

On the spare part from the Figure 2, only five welding points are present. These 

points are executed on the workstation, from which this piece is taken, to be sent 

as a spare part. In the next work position, the rear skirt is assembled together with 

the back floor (dark blue part in the Figure 2), and receives three more welding 

points. 

Due to the absence of the three points on the spare skirt part, quality problems 

appeared, the reinforcement came off easily, at the bottom of the rear skirt. 

In order to avoid such situations in the future, which may lead to quality 

problems, of the spare parts of the sheet, within the after-sales department of SC 

AUTOMOBILE DACIA SA, a team was formed, responsible for identifying the 

welding points, which must also be carried out on a spare part of the sheet metal 

so that it is complete and thus avoids the quality risks caused by the absence of 

one or more welding points. This activity is called Welding Range. 

In Figure 3 are briefly presented the objectives of the activity - Welding Range 

and at the same time, schematically, is presented the working methodology. 

 

Fig. 3. Welding Range process. 
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Figure 4 and Figure 5, show an example of the Welding Range. The points 

already present on the piece are highlighted, as well as the points that need to be 

made additionally. There is also other information such as the coding of each 

welding point, the coordinates of the welding points, the parts that are assembled 

with the highlighted welding points, etc. 

The welding points in whose description in the Welding Range appear two or 

three pieces, and also appear in 3D view are labeled with, the color blue. The 

welding points in whose description in the Welding Range, three pieces appear, 

but in whose 3D model only two pieces appear in sight, are highlighted in yellow, 

a color that indicates that these points must be made additionally on a piece of 

change. 

 

Fig. 4. Database of the spot welding points. 
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Fig. 5.  Exemple of welding range. 

In the car services, the spare parts from the sheet metal are ordered directly at the 

storage warehouses of SC AUTOMOBILE DACIA SA, when they have to repair 

a damaged vehicle. 

To replace a damaged sheet metal part, the car service mechanic uses a drill to 

open the welding point (Fig. 6). After the damaged part is replaced, with the help 

of a clamping pliers (when the area allows) the new spare part is fixed (Fig. 7). 

 

Points to be made Points already made in the plant 
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Fig. 6. Undo welding the damaged part.  Fig. 7.  Fixing the spare part. 

 

The new spare part of the sheet, after being positioned, is welded, if the area 

allows access, with the help of a spot welding pliers - (Fig. 8) or, if the area does 

not allow access to a welding pliers, the welding is performed with a welding gun 

(Fig. 9). 

 

 

 

       Fig. 8. Welding with welding pliers.  Fig. 9. Welding with gun welding. 
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3. Conclusions 

In industrial activities involving the processing of metal components or the 

manufacture of products from metal elements, especially here including the 

automotive industry, the welding process is very common [4], [5]. 

As advantages we can say that by applying spot welding technology reduces metal 

consumption, tight joints are obtained, pollution is lower than in the case of other 

types of welding. Aspects that recommend the increasing use of this welding 

technology [6], [7], [8]. 

As a disadvantage of spot welding it can be stated that it requires power 

installations, water cooling systems and compressed air network [9]. 

Assessing the quality issues regarding the identification of welding points is a 

particularly important aspect in the automotive industry. It must be very well 

defined and also within the company must be implemented a department whose 

main objective is to monitor quality compliance both during the production 

process and in the after-sales stage. 

After the appearance of the Welding Range activity, the risk of quality problems 

for sheet metal parts caused by the lack of welding points was eliminated. 

Regarding the activity of car services, the identification of welding points that 

must be performed additionally by making a Welding Range, is a very good 

working procedure or a "working manual" that must be carefully followed for the 

best and most efficient solution. of the problem with which the car presented itself 

at the service point. 

 

Main contributions: 

-possible reduction of costs for the installation of spare parts in service 

depatments using spot welding process; 

-obtaining the procedure for the precise position of the welding points in 

the car services using spare sheet metal parts; 

-elimination of the possibility of error and inaccurate positioning of spare 

parts on the car body; 

- increasing of the quality of sheet spare parts for Dacia cars. 
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